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Wave
To bring a wave into the body, separate the lower & upper area of the trunk. For a
wave-like motion you need to be able to move these two sections independently; this
requires a minimum of looseness in the upper body.

Looseness in the trunk allows a wave to pass through - up from the feet & legs. Tightness
in the shoulders (“double contraction”) will stop the wave from passing further up into the
arms & hands.

To describe the arms (in the form and in the pushing hands) as “loose”/”relaxed” would be
too vague. Other than the trunk, the arms could relax completely, i.e. empty and fall.
Obviously this is not the required state. Instead, the arms should be lightly activated. An
overactivation will bring too much contraction into the muscles (and resistance in the
pushing hands), underactivated arms would collapse and fail to bring the elastic force into
the partner.

The center movement controls the wave and gives the wave its direction. Furthermore,
the speed of the center movement relates to the degree of activation required in the
arms. Very slow movement - more activation; fast movement - less activation required.

The challenge is to first let go of all the extra/”double contraction” (=opposing muscles
unconsciously contracted against each other) and then, in a later stage, find the adequate
amount of activation. You cannot jump directly into the elastic state.

Movements of a beginner are uncoordinated. So first the control over different parts of
the body must be established, and then harmonized into one ("whole body moves as
one"). “This is when the movement of the peripheral parts of the body become
subordinated to the movement of the center, [...] when co-ordinated strength begins to
appear.” (P. Kelly)

Slowly bring the wave into the pushing hands
After some years of training the wave-like motion will be semi-established in the form. In
the partner exercises, however, almost everyone falls back into the beginner’s stage, and
the superficial intention directs the  hand movement. The center movement is forgotten
(beyond your awareness and control), sometimes even stops completely. There is no
wave from the ground up, hence no co-ordinated strength available.

The fact that we have to adapt to our partner’s intentions, to the speed and direction of
her or his movements, complicates the situation further. You should follow your partner’s
movements (“stick”), and this may not coincide with the timing of your intended wave.
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The only solution is to concentrate deeply in the center area and always move the center
first, once you detect the earliest signs of your partner's intention. Move exactly in the
detected direction, no matter where on your body your partner touches (or intends to
touch). In 99% of the cases this will not be the center area, so you will have to “translate”
the perceived intention, touch, pressure & movement in the upper body (chest, arms,
hands)  into an adequate response of your center.

Inattentional blindness
is a failure to notice something completely visible while one’s attention is focused on
something else (car accidents, falling in a ditch while talking on a cell phone).

Unaufmerksamkeitsblindheit (auch Blindheit wegen Unaufmerksamkeit) ist die
Nichtwahrnehmung von Objekten, bedingt durch die eingeschränkte
Verarbeitungskapazität des menschlichen Gehirns.
Die Höhe der Unaufmerksamkeitsblindheit variiert mit dem Schwierigkeitsgrad der
Beobachtungsaufgabe.

A replay of life: What happens in our brain when we die?
Published in: Frontiers in Aging Neuroscience
https://blog.frontiersin.org/2022/02/22/what-happens-in-our-brain-when-we-die/

“We measured 900 seconds of brain activity around the time of death and set a specific
focus to investigate what happened in the 30 seconds before and after the heart stopped
beating,” said Dr Ajmal Zemmar, a neurosurgeon at the University of Louisville, US, who
organized the study.

“Just before and after the heart stopped working, we saw changes in a specific band of
neural oscillations, so-called gamma oscillations, but also in others such as delta, theta,
alpha, and beta oscillations.”

Brain oscillations (more commonly known as ‘brain waves’) are patterns of rhythmic brain
activity normally present in living human brains. The different types of oscillations,
including gamma, are involved in high-cognitive functions, such as concentrating,
dreaming, meditation, memory retrieval, information processing, and conscious
perception, just like those associated with memory flashbacks.

“Through generating oscillations involved in memory retrieval, the brain may be playing a
last recall of important life events just before we die, similar to the ones reported in
near-death experiences,” Zemmar speculated.

Kurze Zusammenfassung auf deutsch: https://orf.at/stories/3248711/
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